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Skip to content The ups and downs at Seattle Grace have led to a fear of pregnancy, a real pregnancy, marriage plans and an unfinished divorce. Well, what a lot of happy and sad moments in Grey’s Anatomy, a new episode focused on romanticism entitled “I Was Made For Lovin” «You.» At some point, we were celebrating the triumph of Arizona’s
return to Seattle Grace, we saw her fall due to the prosthetic leg, yet we laughed on it and even told the dear wife Callie. And it wasn't a few moments before we saw Jackson close with Kepner, a few seconds after she told him she wasn't pregnant and she was so relieved. The time was not particularly exciting, but fortunately, it was full of real swings
of ups and downs. Let’s take a look at those here in a summary of last night’s episode: Highlight: Meredith's pregnant. She's three weeks pregnant. But she's still pregnant! This is happy! And that's something to feel good about. After having had so many problems with pregnancy in the past and dealing with the drama of the adoption and almost loss
of Zola, this is a really happy time for her and Derek. He expressed some trepidation to be too excited at this time, citing his “hostile uterus”. "Don't worry," sweet Derek assured her, after saying that beautiful things don't happen to them. "The beautiful things happen to us. We'll have another baby. Call me a jerk, but there's nothing happier than a
child's potential. Which brings us to another potential child in the episode of last night, and then to another... « culminating point: Kepner and Jackson's potential baby, or maybe this should just be called a fear of pregnancy, considering what happened while everything happened. When there was the potential of a child between these two, at first it
was a little scary, then happy! Kepner was four days late at the beginning of the episode: "I'm a watch," she told Avery, telling him she might be pregnant. "I'm never late." I liked what Meredith told Kepner, who was freaking out just before taking blood for a pregnancy test. "The plans never work. Meredith told Kepner, "especially with children." (A
little bit by preaching his pregnancy, which until now made no sense.) The happy part, of course, came when Avery stepped forward and said he wanted to marry her and raise the baby together. "Something so beautiful," Jackson told Kepner, "It can't be bad." In the end, the potential child, though, turned into a... "Next: The fake child hurts Kepner.
and Jackson «Low point: the break between Kepner and Jackson» After Kepner revealed the news that she was not, indeed, pregnant, you could see thatHe was upset. And I don't think his reaction had anything. Something.Do with the real news on the lack of a child â € "but instead with how Kepner has delivered. She had heded that there was no
child and that things could come back to exactly how they were a lot of sex, meetings, etc. Jackson was clearly enthusiastic about the perspective to marry Kepner and have a child with her. She thus she pulled the plug over the whole report when she realized that, really, Kepner didn't hear the same way she did. She maybe this was a sign, you know,
"she told her about a bench outside the hospital, we had to stop. Honestly, I think it's for the best. There is no way that these two ended up â € "and we hope there are good baby or marriage news for them that descend from the line. All this sad series of events produced a classic crazy moment Kepner, which I have to tell here. She was when she
went on a pull in an operating room, while she worked on a patient who would be wounded as she rode a horse â and came before she had the news of not being pregnant. Â Horseback's guide should be fun, she said her, her voice feel uncomfortable. â € œThat even if you wear the right shoes and helmet, the protection doesn't always work. What is
the point? Such a vature that you simply ride a nude.â € not so thin, writers of Gray, but was still hilarious. It is a marvel that KareV â € "that captured the blood of pair drawing from the Kepner arm â €" has not been able to put together what was happening between these two. High point: Derek's re-dedication to fix his hand Callie continued to
present Derek with options that could restore the full use of his hand â € "he didn't like any of them, but" but he was ultimately Meredith That convinced him he needed to re-devote himself to efforts and make it repair. It was a good time of the evening. Everything happened after Meredith showed a brain scan in Derek, a brain scan of a patient who
could easily solve. But the doctor is not derek who was about to do so, Meredith said, he wouldn't do an adequate job. â € œDek, will not do good job as you, said Meredith, declaring with him, â € œThe you need to fix your hand. So, Derek and Callie committed to returning to understand everything. Methinks Derek will do again the operation in
Seattle Grace before the season is over, and thanks to the sky for this. Next: The disappearance of Cristina and Owen continues low point: the interactions of Cristina and Owen seem to be directed to divorce. Because'? Well, it's exactly what Owen said he wants last night. Â We have to divorce, "he told Cristina when she met her in their fire
residence. The sad rhetorus of her that she offered without any fight: Â If whatever you want. He simply responded: Â yes. The turning point between these was fascinating to watch. Just like He started going back and warming up again to Owen when he got back to Seattle Grace, he started pulling away. At the beginning of the episode when she The
reason why he brought her back to Seattle Grace, he responded robotically, without any feeling or emotion: "You will do great things, Cristina, and I manage a hospital," he explained. "I prefer you to do it under our flag. You're a good deal. What a shot! And on the other hand, Cristina told Meredith: "Yes, I want Owen back." This whole cause story
can help you fix things between them or speed up their death, which leads us to the next... "Low point: the damn cause is, it's a good TV, but it's not a good picture for Owen. when it comes to the pending cause. He told all the staff not to worry about it at the beginning of the hour. But soon it became clear that this will affect everything that happens
at the hospital for a while, especially because his wife is involved in the cause, she was on the plane, and he started a new aircraft supplier, responsible for what happened. Everything is much more complicated than this simple explanation, but it remains to see what will happen. Highlight: Arizona’s triumphal return to Seattle Grace I said that, but
seeing Arizona again in the mix at Seattle Grace was a pleasure. Of course, it didn't necessarily start like that. Callie had instructed an intern to follow her in a wheelchair, in case she started falling. But Arizona caught her and told her stalker to disappear. It wasn't a few moments after, of course, she fell. Karev released the room for what he thought
was an Arizona in tears and embarrassed, but instead she laughed. “I was so proud of myself for overcoming the day,” Karev said, and there is no doubt that this is a great undertaking. Towards the end of the episode, Callie entered Arizona at home with Sofia, making her bounce on her knees. "Oh, we're having a little dancing party." What a glorious
twist for a character who only a few weeks ago, not to mention, at the beginning of the season, was a total disaster. PROSSIMO: Bailey's marriage, a sad and patient plot and Cristina's metamorphosis Point culminating: the wedding waiting for Bailey Despite his irritation for all this, marriages are as cheerful as children. And Bailey seems to have a
nice wedding. «You want a Christmas wedding!» said about her fiancé Ben. Even though she complained about the stupidity of the Christmas theme, she seemed to actually like her. I mean, how can you not do that? Low point: the history of liver transplantation, difficult to look at. Isn't it? No wonder the intern was hard to see how that patient, whose
body rejected the liver that doctors tried to administer, accepted his fate in life. "The things happen for a reason," he said before. «It is not 30 years old», he continued, after receiving the bad news, «but it is better»Nothing. And that's when the stagist pipes started and mine. He told the intern and, by proxy, to me because he wasn't sad. I had a good
life. I found people to love, and they gave me back. This week we have the estimated time he was living and we're gonna make it worth it. Highlight: Cristina's change Maybe he didn't get here early enough to save his relationship with Owen, but his changes... You, would I dare say? “ softening is affecting part of his work. After the stagist in tears left
the room, Cristina traced it in the hallway. "Nothing but not doing it again," he recommended. "It's disgusting." And Bailey was the one who witnessed everything and stressed how it changed and eventually became more human. I don't know what happened to you in that icy tundra, but you changed," Bailey said. Cristina tried to deny it, but no,
thankfully, it's a reality. What do you think, viewers of Grey’s Anatomy? Did you like the high and low points of the night? What do I miss? Play out in the comments section below! Tanner on Twitter: @EWTanStransky S17 E3 Summary of Grey’s Anatomy: McDreamy is back! S16 E12 Summary of Grey’s Anatomy: Shock and Awe S16 E20 Summary of
Grey’s Anatomy: What's wrong with Richard? Rating: B+ B+ S16 E18 Grey’s Anatomy recapitulation: Is DeLuca dementia? Rating: A A A S16 E16 Portrait of Grey’s Anatomy: E-I-E-I-WHOA! Karev Rating surprise storyline: B- B- S16 E15 Grey’s Anatomy: Somebody’s a cheater Rating: B+ B+ S16 E14 Grey’s Anatomy recapitulation: Is DeLuca losing?
S16 E13 Portrait of Grey’s Anatomy: Guess who returned to Grey Sloan S16 E12 Recapulation of Grey’s Anatomy Catherine’s recapitulation is ruthless S16 E11 Recapulation of Grey’s Anatomy: It is a slow burning for Meredith and Cormac S16 E10 Recapulation of Grey’s Anatomy: Who survived the Joe’s Bar accident? GIACOMO GIANNIOTTI,
CAMILLA LUDDINGTON S15 E24 Recapsulate Grey’s Anatomy Recapsulate: What is your emergency? GREY’S ANATOMY – Worlds collide once again in Seattle, while ABC will broadcast a TGIT crossover event on Thursday, May 2, with all the new episodes of “Grey’s Anatomy” and “Station 19” from 20:00 to 22:00 EDT. The TGIT crossover event
begins with a new episode of “Grey’s Anatomy”, entitled “What I Did for Love”, in which Maggie treats one of station 19, and Jo learns a hard lesson. Meanwhile, while working with a family looking for asylum, Meredith makes a call that could jeopardize her career in «Grey’s Anatomy», THURSD 2 MAY (8:00-9:01 p.m. EDT), on The ABC Television
Network. (ABC/Scott Everett White) JASON GEORGE, JAINA LEE ORTIZ, BORIS KODJOE, BRETT TUCKER, JAKE BORELLI, KELLY MCCREARY, KEVIN MCKIDD S15 E23Anatomy: ’Crazy in love’ RECAPPA: 04/18/19 GREY’S ANATOMY S15 E22 Portrait of Grey’s Anatomy: Do not take anything for granted KEVIN MCKIDD, DEBBIE ALLEN S15 E20
Recapulation of Grey’s Anatomy: Anatomy:All the new game Justin Chambers, Ellen Pompeo S15 E18 Recap Gray's Anatomy Recap: things are not like Giacomo Giannietti, Ellen Pompeo S15 E16 Recap Gray's Anatomy RECAP: just about Justin Chambers genes, Camilla Luddington S15 E15 Recap Gray's Anatomy Recap: Meredith and Deluca are not
the only things that heat the Anatomy RECAP of S15 E14 RECAP Gray: the CoR is riding Justin Chambers, Kevin McKidd, Jesse Williams, James Pickens JR. S15 E13 RECAP Gray's Anatomy Recap: There are bouncers to push Giacomo Giannietti, Ellen Pompeo S15 E12 RECAP Gray's Anatomy Recap: Love (and a kiss) is in the air Ellen Pompeo, Kelly
McCreary S15 E10 RECAP Gray's Anatomy RECAP: Superhero Leaving Ellen Pompeo, Kelly McCreary S15 E8 RECAP Gray's Anatomy Fall Final RECAP: All secrets are revealed Meredith. Alex. Bailey. The doctors are definitely in the melodrama of the Shonda Rhimes hospital. Type Seasons Rating Kind Creator Network Service Stream Service ©
Copyright EW.com. All rights reserved. Printed by This link is to an external site that can or cannot satisfy the guidelines for accessibility. guidelines.
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